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5. Thermostatic control

1 2

2. Ignite the fire

3. Manual control ( 1 burner )
 

1. First use (Connect the remote control)

Closed Gas Stoves Diamond

Passion for fire

Press simultaneously on        and

You hear the ticking of the start pilot. The ticking 
lasts for about 25 sec.

At initial setup, it’s possible that the pilot flame 
doesn’t ignite imidiatly because the pipes are not 
yet fully deflated. You can try this up to 5 times 
before the unit will be placed in safety. If this fails, 
pleas contact your installer.

From the moment you have a pilot light, you can 
start with the flame height control.

The screen will automatically show manual 
control ( flame heigt control )

Press on               until you see number 15.

This is the maximum flame height. 

You choose a flame height from 1 to 15 
   
by pressing                      or 

In case you want to go to a thermostatic control, you follow the 
next steps:

Press 2x the                 button until you see the screen with the 

symbols shown in figure 2.  Press               or 

until the symbols          and             are blinking (fig. 2).

Confirm your choise by pressing               ( fig. 3).

Choose a temperature with the “up” and “down” arrows (fig. 4). 
Don’t place the remote control near the fire. The temperature 
sensor is in the remote control. 
To get back to manual control do the smame until        and 
are blinking. Confirm with
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6. ECO WAVE

Shut down fire Press 1 x             to turn off the stove. With 2 or 3 burners, press a second time on 

The pilot light continues burning and must continue to burn the entire heating season ( see manual )

4. Manual control ( 2 burners )    ECO SWITCH

If your device is equipped with two or three 
burners, you start the first burner as in the 
manual control of one burner (see left).
To ignite the side burners or second burner 
press 

                 and                simultaneously.

To turn off the side burner or second 

burner press 1 time on
 
To turn off the main burner press the same 
button again. To switch off the entire stove (pilot 
light) press the button once more.

ECO WAVE: each model is standard delivered

with ECO-WAVE.

ECO-WAVE is an automatic cycle of fluctuating flames.

At each start-up of the fire, the system starts in 

ECO-WAVE mode!

Symbol that indicates that 
WAVE is enabled

Press 1x short on the menu 
button and “1” appears 

(= Wave aan)

Press the arrow up or down. 
“0” appears (=Wave uit) confirm 

with

Switch off
WAVE

Keep pressing the            button
until 24:00 appears in the top left
corner (1).

Press several times on 
until you see “bnd” on the screen (2)

Press shortly on 
           

You see the temperature on the
screen. Your remote control is now
connected.1 2

and


